SCHEDULE OF FEES
CONCERNING UTILITY MODEL APPLICATIONS
AND GRANTED PROTECTION
as in force from -DQXDU\ 20
by virtue of WKHDPHQGHGDecree No 19/2005 (IV. 12.) GKM
Types of fee

Amount (HUF)
if the applicant and the
inventor are
not the same
person

the same
person*

1. Filing fee

17 000

4 250

additionally for the eleventh and each subsequent
claim included in the application

1 100

275

2. Fee for a request for amendment
- for the first request

5 300

- for the second request

9 350

- for any further requests
additionally for the eleventh and each subsequent
claim if the amendment involves inclusion of
claims

17 600
1 070

3. Fee for a request for extension of time limit
- for the first request

5 300

- for the second request

9 350

- for any further request
4. Fee for request for conducting the
procedure

17 600
38 500

5. Fee for a request for the division of the
application

18 700

6. Fee for a request for recording a succession in
title

16 500

- if the inventor of a service model
acquires rights

3 500

7. Fee for a request for recording a right of
pledge or a license agreement, for each case

16 500

* Inventors are entitled to the allowances if no priority of a foreign application was claimed in
relation to the application or if protection is based on an application in relation to which no priority
of a foreign application was claimed.
All fees shall be payable to the account No. 10032000-01731842-00000000 of the Hungarian
Intellectual Property Office kept with the Hungarian State Treasury by bank transfer or money order,
with the indication of data for identification (reference number or the registration number) and destination.

Types of fee

Amount (HUF)
if the applicant and the
inventor are
not the same
person

the same
person*

21 400

10 700

8. Annual maintenance fees
-

if paid in the first three months of the
six-month grace period

a) for the first year
additionally for the sixth and any further
pages of the description and drawings for
each page
for the second to the fifth year yearly

3 500
21 400

1 750
10 700

b) for the sixth to the tenth year yearly

32 000

16 000

a) for the first year
additionally for the sixth and any further
pages of the description and drawings for
each page
for the second to the fifth year

32 100

16 050

5 250
32 100

2 625
16 050

b) for the sixth to the tenth year yearly

48 000

24 000

-

if paid in the fourth, fifth or sixth
month of the six-month grace period

9. Fee for a request for the restoration of the
protection

double the maintenance fee for
the relevant year

10. Fee for a request for nullity of
protection

140 800

11. Fee for a request for a decision on lack of
infringement

140 800

* Inventors are entitled to the allowances if no priority of a foreign application was claimed in
relation to the application or if protection is based on an application in relation to which no priority
of a foreign application was claimed.
All fees shall be payable to the account No. 10032000-01731842-00000000 of the Hungarian
Intellectual Property Office kept with the Hungarian State Treasury by bank transfer or money order,
with the indication of data for identification (reference number or the registration number) and destination.

